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In This Lesson ...
ANNA HAS PUT TOGETHER THREE KEY TRAINING

SESSIONS TO IMPROVE YOUR SPEED AND TEMPO

THRESHOLD SO THAT YOU CAN PERFORM AT YOUR

PEAK. WITH THESE STRATEGIC WORKOUTS, YOU

WILL DEVELOP THE ABILITY TO GO AT A FASTER

STROKE RATE WITH OPTIMAL POWER. 
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All the workouts follow the same basic format:

Warm up
Get your blood flowing. Focus on technique. Includes

some aspect of strength, endurance or pacing to get ready

for the main set. 

Main set
Focus of the workout. Some examples are speed,

strength, or strength endurance in the form of intervals.

Video Instruction 
WORKOUT FORMAT
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Warm down
Starts the recovery process by lengthening your muscles

and flushing out byproducts from your hard work. Focus on

technique and drills.

Drills periodically show up in the workouts that I have

provided and drills can be used at any time to help you

connect to your stroke or to work on your specific priorities. 

WORKOUT FORMAT
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The workouts are based on stroke rate, with prescribed

intervals at specific stroke rates.

For example, if the workout calls for a tempo of 40 SPM

(strokes per minute) and we are doing 40 strokes, that is

one minute. Other examples:

80 strokes @ 40 SPM = 2 mins

60 strokes @ 60 SPM = 1 min

120 strokes @ 60 SPM = 2 mins

180 strokes @ 60 SPM = 3 mins

You can either use a timer on your watch or GPS device or

count the strokes (or a combo of both) to measure the

interval. You can also program the workout into your device

ahead of time.

INTERVAL TIMING 
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Yoga block

Loop band

Resistance band - bungee, inner tube, leash, string with

wiffle balls. 

Tempo trainer or metronome app

Heart rate monitor 

GPS 

EQUIPMENT FOR TRAINING 
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Power on - bottom right.

Change Mode - top button. Select mode 3 (beats per
minute).

Up and down - left button takes tempo down, right button
takes tempo up.

Power off - both buttons at the bottom together.

Attach it to your clothes or tuck into your bra or hat.
Remember it floats

TEMPO TRAINER TUTORIAL 
How to Use Your Tempo Trainer
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This training is best done in flat water with as little wind
and wave interference as possible.

It’s also helpful if you change directions between intervals.
This helps mitigate any differences in wind or current and it
gives you the opportunity to paddle with the wind / tide /
current or against the wind / tide / current. This also offers
you the chance to keep practice maneuvering the OC1.

TRAINING TIPS 
AND GUIDELINES
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Training Both Sides Equally

During the training sessions, change sides after each
interval so you are alternating and training both the left and
right side. I recommend this for a couple of main reasons:
First, your body will be more balanced. You really don't
want muscular imbalances; they mess up your posture and
lead to injury. Second, you’ll be more valuable to your
coach if you can paddle well on both sides.
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Video Instruction 

TRAINING TIPS 
AND GUIDELINES



During the warm up, focus on your economy of motion,
and being in control of all your body movements at this low
rating. Bring your attention to you and become an observer
of what you are doing, how you sit, where your catch is
and what muscles you are engaging when you pull. 

Notice the differences between how you paddle on your
left and your right, and focus on making them more similar. 

WARMING UP AND 
DOING DRILLS
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Fly your ama and practice your brace stroke.
Loop band lat pulls. 
Scapular retraction with loop band and paddle behind
your back.
Heel connection and leg drive.
Connect to the seat by pulling the flesh away from your
sit bones.
Paddling with the loop band and/or yoga block. 
Position the yoga block tall to keep your stroke up front
and torso tall.

Doing Drills

Practice and get used to doing these drills:
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WARMING UP AND 
DOING DRILLS



Improving your Tempo/Cadence/Rating

Give yourself time to get used to paddling with a
metronome. The goal is to increase your stroke rate and
thus your speed by teaching your body how to paddle
more quickly, and then conditioning it to maintain a higher
stroke rate for a longer period of time. 

Part of improving that threshold is striking a balance
between overreaching and recovering. Overreaching is
when you go beyond your current level of ability, and then
recover and come back stronger.  

TEMPO TIPS
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Improving your Tempo/Cadence/Rating

For these workouts we are overreaching with our
cadence/tempo to enable you to recover and find a new
level of top end. Your top end is the fastest speed you can
maintain with the highest output possible over the required
distance.

The tempos in these workouts range from 40-70 strokes
per minute. The lower ratings for warming up and working
on technique, endurance and strength are below 55. The
higher ratings for conditioning, speed and power are above
55.

TEMPO TIPS
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Improving your Tempo/Cadence/Rating

Use your discretion while doing the workout. You can
adjust the tempo up or down a couple of beats a minute
while you figure out where you are at. You want to make
sure that the stroke rate is not too fast or too slow for you. 

Too fast is when paddling at the higher tempo causes your
speed to drop. 

Too slow (during the main intervals) is when you aren’t
working hard or getting decent speed.

I have observed that most women can improve their speed
by focusing on training at a higher tempo than they are
already comfortable at, and teaching their bodies how to
do this. It won't necessarily come naturally or feel
comfortable. 

TEMPO TIPS
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Stroke adjustments with tempo increases 

As the tempo goes up, shorten your stroke and back off
the power a little bit while your body learns how to move at
that tempo. 

As you get comfortable at higher tempos, you can improve
your technique. Improving your technique will allow you to
set the blade better and get more power from the large
muscles.

We are trying to keep the technique as a focus but also
overreach on your tempo so that you stretch yourself and
then recover to a new normal. Sometimes you will fall
apart and that's ok.

TEMPO TIPS
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If you can’t maintain your speed, the tempo is too fast, or
you are falling apart you can:

Shorten the interval, keeping the tempo the same.
Shortening the interval gives your body a chance to adapt
to the tempo and learn it. 

If after shortening the interval you still can’t maintain the
tempo and see the speed you want, then you need to ask
yourself: Is this fundamentally too fast for me? If it is
proving to be too fast, then bring the tempo down. Being
experimental and trying things out is a great approach.
You need to figure this out for yourself.

TEMPO TIPS
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Get to know what is a high end heart rate and a recovered
heart rate for you. 

What is your peak heart rate during intervals, and are you
improving on that over time, so that you reach a higher peak
heart rate? 

Are you able to consistently hit your highest heart rate when
it's called for at the fast tempos? 

What does your heart rate drop to during rest? All of this
self-awareness will help you learn to push yourself. 

Focusing on bringing your heart rate down in between sets
through a focus on exhaling will help with fitness gains.
Exhaling flushes out carbon dioxide which is carried to your
lungs through your blood.

YOUR HEART RATE 
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Pay attention and know what is fast for you.

What speeds are you seeing? What’s the fastest speed
you’ve ever gone?
What is slow for you? What conditions might be affecting
your speed?
At which tempo do you lose speed? At which tempo do you
gain speed? 
At which tempo are you able to sustain your speed?

YOUR SPEED
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A rewarding part of paddling is developing a connection to
your body and becoming more self-aware, and growing as a
paddler and a person.You are the only coach that will be
with you all the time. You can learn to cue yourself with the
points that you want to be working on. This brings your
attention to the moment and helps you stay focused and
present. 

Learning to feel your body and identify muscular
engagement will make you a better paddler.

During the workout recordings I am giving constant coaching
cues to myself as reminders of the form I am trying to
maintain and the muscles I want to be using.

SELF COACHING 
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Catch at the ankle

Heel connection

Leg drive

Keep rib cage lifted

Shoulder blades down

Scapular retraction

Rotate through the hips 

Weight centered

Sit up tall

Ankle-Knee-Hip

Here are some self coaching points I use, you are welcome
to make up your own!

SELF COACHING 
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THE END
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